
Sayyid Ammar Al-Hakim delivers Mr. Saleem Al-Juburi the Naitonal Reformation
Initiative for the recovery of the situation in the country

Chairman Islamic Supreme Council of Iraq Sayyid Ammar Al-Hakim, Chairman Iraqi Council of

Representatives Mr. Saleem Al- Jubouri and a number of political blocs powers leaderships at

his office in Baghdad Sunday, 03/04/2016.

\r\n

His Eminence discussed with Mr. Al-Jubouri, the political situation and topics related to the

reformations and ministerial reshuffling, reiterating his call for an inclusive reform with the

realistic solutions away from patching.

\r\n

In respond, Mr. Saleem Al- Jubouri, congratulated the success of the General Authority of

Supreme Council Conference and the re-election of Sayyid Ammar Al-Hakim as chairman of the

Supreme Council, noting that Supreme Council is one of the political powers characterized of

being the most internally organized. 

\r\n

The initiative included a roadmap of the two pathways to assemble a technocratic government

overcoming the current political congestion with maintaining the basis of political process and

coordination with various political powers of the country. 

\r\n

The roadmap presented by Sayyid Ammar Al-Hakim includes meeting the masses\' and public\'s

demands to make changes in the quality of all sectors of the government performance and on all

levels, plus maintaining the parliament and constitutional regulations and provide proper

political covers that will enable making big and substantial steps with a major parliament and

political support.

\r\n

The first pathway of the initiative, dealing with the current situations with reality,

guidance, equability, rationalism and organize priorities side by side with continue working on

forming the technocrat government and representing the founding sides participating in the new

technocrat government, through granting the right of nominating a technocrat figure if the

candidate meets being independent or associated to a political side of a specific position that

are within the terms of qualifications and terms set by the prime minister who has the power of

debating the selection of those candidates. The initiative also indicated discussing the

candidates of the prime minister and then selecting the figures holding the technocrat concept



that meet the related qualifications and approved by the political powers applicable to the

governmental position that the candidate applies for.

\r\n

The first pathway of the initiative also included approving the new ministers presented by the

prime minister who form the recent suggested ministerial cabinet, the prime minister will open

selection process for candidates to independent bodies, high ranked diplomats and military

leaders to be conducted without any exceptions, closing the proxy employment and vacant

positions in all governmental positions, the prime minister has the power of selecting the

candidates away from compatible political quota and based on the constitutional principles in

all governmental positions and profession degrees bearing in mind keeping the national balance

of the powers.

\r\n

Initiative presented by Sayyid Ammar Al-Hakim to Chairman Iraqi Council of Representatives

pointed to the need to focus on a package of specific laws in six laws are of great

significance nationally, economically and socially, developmentally and politically to be

regulated by the parliament within the specified time period as well as identifying ninety days

to implement the first part of the roadmap, starting from the middle of the this month (April

2016) and ends mid-July 2016 to assess what has been achieved and evaluate the commitment of

all parties to the duties entrusted to them, calling the initiative to adopt a centralized and

realistic government program covering the remaining tenure of the current government limited by

obvious timeframes for each task of the implementation.

\r\n

The initiative clauses mention the formation of an ad hoc committee of experts to assist the

Prime Minister in the evaluation of candidates to the various government positions and

represent the political powers involved in supporting the technocratic government and include

four of the National Alliance ,two from the Kurdistan Alliance, two of the Coalition Of Powers,

one of the National List and two who are representatives of the Prime Minister, the initiative

stresses that all the powers participating in the government would sign on the details of the

roadmap and on the government program proposed by the government which is seen as

complementarity honor document between all parties terming that participating government powers

are committed to support the government\'s measures during this period and to support its

political and security, economic and social decisions, the initiative suggests that it is

important form the National security Council as an advisory strategic council comprised of main

political powers in the country in addition to the three presidencies which will be consisting

of the Iraqi president, prime minister and Chairman of the Iraqi Council of Representatives and

president of the Judicial Council , Sayyid Muqtada al-Sadr , Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim , Mr.



Massoud Barzani , Mr. Ibrahim al-Jaafari , Mr. Nuri al-Maliki , Mr. Ayad Allawi , Mr. Hadi al-

Ameri, Mr. Osama Najafi and Mr. Saleh al-Mutlak to be a national advisory council holding

regular monthly meetings and discusses the strategic higher government steps and decisions as

well as assessing the reformist path dismantling political bottlenecks.

\r\n

The second pathway, listed in the initiative when failing to execute the first pathway, will

depend performing the following steps to work on changing the government\'s cabinet and calling

for the formation of a government of technocrats that include the Prime Minister and to work to

save the national balance in the to be formed government as the stated in the constitution, and

the assembly of a unbiased mass to be supportive of the government of technocrats and that is

to be determined by a timeframe of thirty days using the steps outlined in the first pathway.


